Abstract-Given a graph G with nonnegative edge lengths, a source vertex s and a destination vertex d, the Point-to-Point Shortest Path Problem asks to find a shortest path from s to d. For this problem, A* is a popular framework of practical algorithms, including the well-known Dijkstra's algorithm (1959), a recent ALT algorithm (Goldberg and Harrelson, SODA'05) and others. This paper presents a practical speed-up technique Node Early-Fixing for A* algorithms. Experiments with real networks show that it can speedup the calculation by efficiently reduce the number of unnecessary updates of distance labels in practice.
I. INTRODUCTION
Let G = (V, E, ) be a directed or undirected graph with a set V of vertices, a set E of edges, and a nonnegative edge length function : E → R + . Given a source s ∈ V and a destination d ∈ V , the Point-to-Point Shortest Path Problem (P2PSPP) asks to find a shortest path from s to d or to determine its non-existence (notice that if there exists an s, d-path, then there must be a shortest one since edge lengths are nonnegative). As one of the fundamental problems in optimization, P2PSPP has numerous applications and many methods have been developed (see surveys [1] , [4] , [10] , [11] ).
Among them, A* ( [6] ) is a popular framework of algorithms including the well-known Dijkstra's algorithm [3] , a recent ALT algorithm [5] and others (e.g., [2] , [7] , [8] ). Figure  1 shows the pseudo-code of the A* framework considered in this study, where h(u) denotes a pre-defined estimation of the shortest distance from a vertex u to the destination d. Note that Dijkstra's algorithm is an A* algorithm with h ≡ 0.
In general, A* algorithms differs from each other by the definition of function h. In this paper, we assume that h satisfies the next triangle inequality:
With this condition, it is easy to see that the framework in Fig. 1 is correct by considering the Dijkstra's algorithm with reduced edge lengths (v, w) =
(v, w) + h(w) − h(v).
The performance of an A* algorithm depends heavily on function h. For example, it is known (see e.g. [1] , [4] ) that, if applicable, using Euclidean distances as the estimation Input: A graph G = (V, E, ) with a nonnegative edge length function : E → R + , a source s ∈ V and a destination d ∈ V .
Output: A shortest s, d-path with its length or "no s, d-path". Pseudo-code of an A* algorithm, where h(u) is a pre-defined estimation of the u, d-distance; g(u) is the s, u-distance label; F and Q are the sets of vertices u whose labels g(u) have been fixed and of the queued vertices (i.e., visited but not fixed vertices), respectively. Vertex v selected by Line 4 of the main routine is called the (current) active vertex. performs better than the Dijkstra's algorithm. If preprocessing is allowed, then we can do even better. See the ALT algorithm in [5] and its time-dependent extensions [7] , [8] .
On the other hand, there are speedup techniques that do not require preprocessing. For example, Zhao et al. [12] proposed a practical method SmartUpdate for undirected graphs. The idea is to fix the distance labels g(v) for degree-1 and degree-2 vertices v without inserting them into the queue Q (see Fig. 1 for Q). This paper gives a generalization of SmartUpdate, which we call Node Early-Fixing. The idea is to fix the labels of those vertices (including degree-1 and degree-2 vertices) that can never contribute to a shorter s, d-path.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We show the idea in Sections II and III for undirected and directed graphs, respectively, and give experimental results in Section IV. Finally we conclude in Section V. For ease of notation, we will assume that the graph is simple. Multigraphs can be treated straightforwardly in the same fashion.
II. NODE EARLY-FIXING FOR UNDIRECTED GRAPHS
Let G be an undirected graph. Consider the A* framework in Fig. 1 . Call a vertex in F a fixed vertex and the vertex v selected by Line 4 of the main routine the active vertex. Suppose that we are checking an edge (v, w) by subroutine Check(v, w) in Fig. 1 , where v is the current active vertex (see Fig. 2 for an illustration).
The idea of Node Early-Fixing is as follows. First, like a normal A* algorithm, we do nothing if w is a fixed vertex; otherwise we try to initialize or update g(w). Then unlike a normal A* algorithm, we will fix w if it is not d and it has one unfixed neighbor 1 . We continue this process for edge (w, x), where x is the unique unfixed neighbor of w, and so on, until we meet a such a vertex z ∈ F that either z = d or it has no or at least two unfixed neighbors. If z = d or it has at least two unfixed neighbors, we leave it in Q and return back to the main routine (notice that if z has no unfixed neighbor, its degree must be one). See Fig. 3 for the pseudo-code. As an example, let us consider Fig. 2 . By checking edge (v, w), a normal A* algorithm will just initializes or updates g(w) and p(w) only, whereas Node Early-Fixing will further fix vertices w, x and y, and stop at z. Notice that we fix the destination d only after it is selected as the active vertex.
We remark that SmartUpdate in [12] is a special case of Node Early-Fixing that fixes vertices if their degrees are 1 or 2. For example, using the illustration in Fig. 2 , SmartUpdate will fix vertices w, x, . . ., y only if they are of degree 2. The proposed technique Node Early-Fixing generalizes SmartUpdate to work for vertices of degree 3 or more as well. 1 Usually removing vertices from Q immediately when they are fixed is a good idea since it reduces the size of Q, hence faster queue operations. However, depending on the practical performance reason, we may remove them later when they become active too. In the following, we show the correctness of Node EarlyFixing. Let d * (u, v) denote the shortest distance from a vertex u to another vertex v. We have the next theorem, which clearly shows the correctness of Node Early-Fixing.
holds for any active vertex v. Proof. We prove by induction. At first it is true for v = s (recall ≥ 0). Suppose that the claim is true for all vertices that were active before the current active vertex v = s.
Consider v just when it is selected by Line 4 in the main routine. Let P be a (simple) shortest path from s to v, which must exist since v is reachable from s. Let t be the old active vertex along P that is nearest to v. Vertex t must exist since s is a candidate. Further let w be the first unfixed vertex along the t v sub-path of P . Notice that v is unfixed at the current time, thus w exists (w can be v). See Fig. 4 for an illustration.
By the induction hypothesis, we see g(t) = d * (s, t). Let the vertices along the t w sub-path of P be t = q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k = w. By the choice of t and w, q 2 , . . . , q k−1 must have been fixed by Node Early-Fixing. Then it is clear that q k−2 must be fixed before q k−1 , otherwise Node Early-Fixing cannot fix q k−1 (since a neighbor q k of it is unfixed). In the same reason we see that q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q k−1 must be fixed in the same order as they appear on path P .
Therefore we have g(q 2 ) = d * (s, q 2 ) since edge (t, q 2 ) was checked when t was active and thus
(Notice that path P is a shortest path from s to v, thus the s q 2 sub-path of P must be a shortest path from s to q 2 .) Then we have g(q 3 ) = d * (s, q 3 ) since q 3 was fixed after q 2 (thus edge (q 2 , q 3 ) was checked from q 2 ). Repeating this argument, finally we can have g(w) = d * (s, w). On the other hand, since v is the active vertex, we have
where for the last inequality, h(w) ≤ h(v)+d * (w, v) holds by summing the triangle inequalities (1) for all the edges along The implementation of Node Early-Fixing is easy for undirected graphs. We can keep a counter k v for each vertex v to denote the number of unfixed neighbors of v. At first k v is initialized by the degree d w of w. By checking an edge (v, w), we decrement k w (by 1). If k w becomes 1, we apply Node Early-Fixing against w. Finding the unique unfixed neighbor of w requires O(d w ) time, which is a lighter task comparing to check edges incident to w using subroutine Check.
We remark that Node Early-Fixing has an advantage to avoid unnecessary updates of distance labels. For example, in Fig. 2 , Node Early-Fixing will never try to update the distance labels y, x and w from the z to v direction, whereas a normal A* algorithm may do it if d * (s, z) is smaller than d * (s, w).
III. NODE EARLY-FIXING FOR DIRECTED GRAPHS
Extending Node Early-Fixing to directed graphs is not a difficult work, but the implementation would be a bit more complicated comparing to the undirected version. In fact, when we check an edge (v, w), we can early-fix w if it has only one unfixed neighbor, say x, where "neighbor" here does not distinguish incoming and outgoing edges. If there exists an unchecked edge (w, x), we continue Node Early-Fixing operation for x, and so on. Otherwise there is no outgoing edge from w to an unfixed vertex, hence we may fix w too. We give an illustration in Fig. 5 to illustrate the situation. Notice that when we check edge (v, w), w has only one unfixed neighbor x. Its two unchecked edges (w, x) and (x, w) result in the same neighbor x of w.
Proof. Similar to the proof for Theorem 1.
The implementation of Node Early-Fixing for directed graphs is a bit more complicated than the undirected version. Usually the data structure for graphs in an A* algorithm is the adjacent list, i.e., each vertex has a list of its outgoing edges only. For Node Early-Fixing to work, we need to know if an outgoing neighbor is also an incoming neighbor. Therefore it requires more work than the undirected case.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Node Early-Fixing cannot guarantee a speedup for all kinds of cases. In fact, it is not difficult to construct bad instances for it. Nevertheless, like SmartUpdate, we can expect a speed-up for real networks since by early-fixing we can avoid updating unnecessary distance labels.
For experimental studies, we use the following real networks. All of them are undirected graphs since we are not aware of large benchmark set of directed graphs.
• 9 DIMACS instances: road networks of USA available from http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/ ∼ challenge9/.
• ITDK: a scale-free and small-world router network that is available from http://www.caida.org/. Since the original data is not connected and is unweighted, we chose its biggest connected component and assigned random edge lengths in the range of [1, 100] . Table I shows the details of them.
First we study the Dijkstra's algorithm. We compare the performance of a plain Dijkstra's algorithm, the variant with SmartUpdate ( [12] , denoted by SU) and the variant with Node Early-Fixing (denoted by NEF). All use a 4-heap as the priority queue Q. The reason for 4-heap is because it performs the best for all of the algorithms tested in the experiments among 2-heap, 4-heap, . . ., 10-heap. For each instance, we randomly pick up 128 queries and calculate the average answering time of them. Test was done on a laptop computer Fujitsu FMV-R8250 with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU L7100 (1.20GHz) and 2GB RAM. The results are shown in Table II . From which we can see that comparing to SmartUpdate, Node Early-Fixing is more efficient. It improves from SmartUpdate by a ratio of about 10%.
Next we study the A* algorithm that uses Euclidean distances as the estimation function, which is popular in practice Table IV . We can still observe that Node Early-Fixing is the most efficient one but this time the improvement from SmartUpdate is much smaller that before, which we consider is because that ALT is already very efficient.
From these results, we can conclude that Node EarlyFixing is more efficient than SmartUpdate. Both speeds up the calculation from the original plain A* algorithms, and Node Early-Fixing performs the best in all cases that we tested. The speedup ratio, however, depends on the instance, the A* algorithm and its implementation.
For an implementation-independent study, we compare the number of "light" edges of SmartUpdate and Node EarlyFixing, where an edge (v, w) is said "light" if w is earlyfixed after checking it. It is said light because it reduces the size of queue Q and avoids checking the reverse edge (w, v) (which a normal A* algorithm may do), hence is a lighter task comparing to a normal A* algorithm.
An example is shown in Fig. 6 , which shows the light edges against a random query (s, d) for the instance NY. The base algorithm is A*2D, i.e. the A* algorithm with Euclidean distance estimations. The sets of checked edges are not shown in the figure because they are almost the same (as a plain A*2D algorithm). Therefore the more the light edges are, the faster the algorithm is. From the figure, it is clear that Node EarlyFixing has more light edges than SmartUpdate, thus it is more efficient.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we showed a novel speedup technique Node Early-Fixing for A* algorithms to calculate a shortest path between two given vertices. The idea is to fix the distance labels for vertices that cannot contribute for finding a shorter path earlier than a normal A* algorithm. This technique does not require graph preprocessing and works for both undirected and directed graphs. Experiments show that it is efficient in practice.
We remark that it is easy to generate the idea to the timedependent A* algorithm framework [8] . As future works, it would be interesting to prove its speed-up factor in theory (see [10] , [11] for some hints).
Finally we give a remark to end the paper. The bad case for both SmartUpdate and Node Early-Fixing is that, if there exist paths consisting of many degree-2 vertices, then we may go too far than a normal A* algorithm would check. While this did not happen in our experiments for real networks, it can be avoided by a small overhead to put a upper limit on the maximum number of vertices fixed by one Check(v, w).
